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Hal Leonard, The Real Book Vol.1 C: Für C-Instrumente (Violin-Schlüssel), Sixth Edition, Songs, A Fine
Romance, April Joy, Big Nick, Black Nile, Afternoon In Paris, A String Of Pearls, A Child Is Born, 502 Blues,
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All Blues
"All Blues" is a jazz composition by Miles Davis first appearing on the influential 1959 album Kind of Blue. It
is a twelve-bar blues in 6 4; the chord sequence is that of a basic blues and made up entirely of seventh chords,
with a ? VI in the turnaround instead of just the usual V chord. In the song's original key of G this chord is an E
? 7. "All Blues" is an example of modal blues in G ...
Books, Sheet Music & Media | Guitar Center
When you're learning your instrument, having Books, Sheet Music & Media on hand is absolutely invaluable. It
doesn't matter if you're a first time player or an old pro, this type of literature is going to help you to enhance
your skills and become a better player overall.
Real Book
Note: The New Real Book, also in 3 volumes, published by Sher Music Co., is another legal and readily
available modern alternative. The collection of tunes in it differs from the original Real Book, but this edition
offers some of the same songs, in new transcriptions and a different notation.. Some other music publishers also
apply the term Real Book to their own publications — for example ...
Norton Music's Fake Disk #37 for Band in a Box
Power tools and toys for musicians, songwriters and singers featuring: free MIDI files, Band-in-a-box user style
disks, BIAB plug in software, band-in-a-box fake disks. Discount music books, music software and, career aid
books. Plus a MIDI file search engine, musician's travel bargains, and a few jokes to brighten up your day.
Hal Leonard | Guitar Center
Hal Leonard has always strived to bring the joy of music into the lives of anyone who wants to experience it. By
providing clear learning tools and making music accessible to young and old alike, Hal Leonard helps stimulate
brain activity as well as build self-confidence in every musician.
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